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Smooth Sailing
Observations in financial markets:
Fixed income has provided a good return, even though rates are low.
Investors feared that the reduction of bond purchases announced a year
ago would start a trend of rising rates. Instead, rates jumped immediately
by 1% a year ago, and have slowly declined by half of that subsequently.
The Canadian stock market had one of the highest returns over the
last six months. But every sector underperformed the market with the
exception of one: energy. And if you missed owning energy the handful of
weeks it outperformed, you missed Canadian outperformance.
The U.S. Dollar started the year very strong, but weakened over the
last few months relative to the Canadian dollar. This coincided with
the period of strength in the energy market, which helped boost the
loonie. I expect the U.S. dollar to appreciate further over the next 2-3
years, although periods of energy outperformance will slow this rise.
Every correction over the past few years has been a buying
opportunity. Many investors have missed participating in growth of the
stock markets because of fresh memories of the 2008 and the turn of the
century market crashes. It is prudent to have a stop loss discipline and a
means of protecting portfolios; but investors must also have a method of
participating in and committing to market growth.
Markets seem to be moving from early and mid-cycle stages to the
later stages of the business cycle. Gains are often greater at this
phase, but risks higher. Both participation and protection are important.
I expect to incorporate a greater amount of hedging strategies in
portfolios over the next quarter, in order to continue participating in
market growth but also have a greater emphasis on protecting from
declines. Expect a seminar to be held in September to discuss these
strategies further.
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Going into 2014, leadership in Canada had been established in sectors that perform well in the early to middle
stages of the business cycle – consumer, health, financial, and industrial companies. Nearly every sector that
showed leadership for the past two years began to underperform the broad market by 2014. Defensive stocks were first
to have money flow out of them in early 2013, around the time U.S. central bank policy changed to reduce bond
purchases. Long-term leadership in consumer and health stocks faltered between the fall of 2013 and winter of 2014.
Financial, industrial and technology stocks all experienced relative underperformance in Canada, although there has
been some recovery in industrials possibly meaning leadership still may be intact for that industry.
The biggest change is that after losing money consistently on a relative basis for years, energy and materials
stocks, which compose a large part of the Canadian market, seem to have finally bottomed. Energy in particular,
fueled by high natural gas prices during the cold winter, had two very strong spurts of growth.
It seems the business cycle in Canada has moved into the later and final stages of growth as money moves out
of defensive and early cycle industries to speculate on growth in commodity demand after several years of underinvestment in supply. The bias for interest rates to rise going forward appears to be keeping investors away from the
more conservative and defensive dividend yielding stocks. Investors may be more interested in yield from stocks in the
energy and commodity industries where companies that pay a high dividend offer income, while the underlying
commodity may offer some protection from inflation. Valuations have also been considered lower among commodity
stocks because they have underperformed for so long.
The late stages of the business cycle tends to offer investors the greatest returns, but an elevated risk level.
Participation in periods of greater growth is important, as is the ability to close out of positions when it appears that the
rising trend is over.
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Relative strength in the U.S. is similar to what is seen in Canada, except in most cases the trends appear a little
earlier. Defensive stocks started underperforming around nine months before Canadian defensive stocks underperformed in Canada. Financial stocks in the U.S. began behaving the same negative way roughly when central bank
policy changed and interest rates seem to have bottomed in June 2013. There is a similar break in the leadership of both
consumer and industrial stocks, and a similar early outperformance in energy and materials companies.
Overall there is a similarity between the U.S. and Canada in that defensive and early cycle sectors have money
flowing out of them compared to late cycle sectors showing leadership. The U.S. economy is considered to be
ahead of the Canadian one and perhaps the recent move to utilities in the U.S. can be seen as the first cautionary signal.
A major difference between the markets is a broader sector participation in outperformance in the U.S.. In
Canada, if you missed the two quick jumps in energy stocks, there were not many other places you could find
outperformance. In the U.S., not only are commodities showing strength, but technology stocks have been seeing
increased money flow for nearly a year. Health care companies are still attracting investors, albeit with greater volatility.
Industrials and Staples performed close to market levels. The move to utilities occurred for the first four months of 2014,
and is possibly fading, leaving me with the overall view that investors are still buying growth in the U.S. over safety.
I believe an active approach can lead to better returns in the financial markets. At the end of 2013, close to 40% of
client managed portfolios were invested in consumer and health stocks. In March/April of 2014, it seemed as though
both of these sectors were being hit hard, and selling was occurring. It has taken some time to redeploy to the energy
sector, to restore a portion of the sold health positions, and to find opportunity in the technology sector. At the same time,
the greater risk in the later stages of the business cycle means that some funds are being moved out of equity.
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Analysis of Second Quarter Trading Activity
1. The second quarter performance of equities alone on a consolidated basis across all discretionarily managed
clients was a gain of 1.0%, and 6.6% year-to-date. This quarter’s performance was below the benchmark
S&P/TSX Composite Index which earned 5.7%. Managed account results were closer to the performance of global
equity indexes like the S&P 500 in Canadian dollar terms which did 1.6%, and the MSCI World Index which in
Canadian dollar terms which grew 1.3%.
2. My actions at the end of 2012 to increase U.S. exposure and to focus on consumer and health care stocks
was lucrative and resulted in very good returns for the last few quarters, particularly compared to a Canadian
only strategy. The strategy worked further by sticking with it for a longer period and buying more of winners while
continually trimming losers.
However, the second quarter of 2014, marked a significant change in trends. Prior leadership rotated into new
areas. During this transition, protective measures were taken. My discipline moves out of established trends, in
increments, after they are proven to be over. Movement into new trends occurs as they are established, again in
increments. This quarter was about recognizing and reacting to some major trend changes.
th

3. Crisis seemed to be brewing at the end of March into early April. The Nasdaq dropped 9% from March 11 to
th
April 15 . This came after several years of Nasdaq outperformance against other major markets and in particular, the
prior eight months had been very strong for both the Nasdaq and U.S. markets in general. Since the Nasdaq had
been a leader, I feared it’s weakness would be a leading indicator of potential difficulties in other markets. During this
time, nine reductions of individual stocks were completed in managed accounts, and a hedge was placed in accounts
that would rise if markets continued to fall (Proshares Ultrashort QQQ). I was preparing for a potentially larger
correction after an exceptional eight-month gain.
The Nasdaq correction never did expand into broader markets. Rather, at the same time as the Nasdaq fell,
energy stocks began to be repriced upwards based on the higher average energy prices over the winter. Money from
the sold positions, and the closed out Nasdaq hedge started to be redeployed into energy stocks as it looked like the
market drop was bottoming and the outperformance of energy became apparent. Managed accounts bought energy
stocks eight times between early April and mid-June. Prior to that, accounts had very little invested in energy stocks,
which is the primary reason for underperformance during the second quarter.
At the end of the quarter, accounts typically held about 17% energy stocks, which is still well under the 27% in
energy in the Canadian S&P/TSX Composite index, but there is now greater participation in this sector.
4. The second quarter was about deciding:
a. If the bull market trend is continuing, (looked like it might stop, but it is continuing) and
b. What sectors are going to show leadership during the two largest economic quarters – the first and fourth
quarters, or October to March coming up. (so far it looks like technology, energy, health, and possibly some
materials.)
5. The transition to the later stages of the business cycles marks a period which may have higher returns, but
also higher risks. As a result, investment in total equity will be lower than the outset of 2014. Leadership in energy
paused in July – two months late compared to historical seasonality! U.S. technology seems to be a good area to
expand investment. The consumer trend appears broken, while investment in U.S. health still seems to be occurring.
Over the longer term I expect further increases in the U.S. dollar, with the caveat that when energy is strong, the
Canadian dollar will be strong. Finally, I have done significant work on alternative investments in products that have
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significantly less volatility than the stock market, almost no correlation to it, and provide reasonable and consistent
returns. I hope to have a seminar on these strategies by September.
6. In summary, this quarter shows:
a. I remain committed to selling when I suspect a larger correction may be looming.
b. I am willing to sell my best winning positions that I historically have bought more of as they grow when it
appears their leadership has ended.
c.

I continue to search for new trends, and tend to invest in them as they become established.

d. Managed accounts owned very little of the best sector this quarter, energy, because it had generally
underperformed for the past several years. Half the best performing stocks in managed accounts that made
over 10% last quarter were in the energy sector.

Market Summary

Source: Richardson GMP. All returns, including foreign indices, are in Canadian dollars as of June 30, 2014

Enjoy the summer!
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